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MAJORITY STILL RETURN TO WATCH LOCAL NEWS
  There’s no question streaming television has grown, but 
Nielsen says its latest data shows traditional TV — broadcast 
and cable— remains the place where most viewing is done.
  Nielsen reports 87 percent of non-streamers and 82 percent 
of streamers continue to watch broadcast TV during a typical 
month, and 85 percent of streamers say they watch TV via 
cable. In terms of the amount of time spent with traditional 
TV, the habit of watching proves difficult to break. Nielsen 
says streamers allocate 2 hours and 32 minutes watching 
broadcast and cable, while non-streamers spend almost 
twice as much: 4 hours and 26 minutes. The 
findings come from a local market survey 
conducted April 25-May 22.
  “Local TV media, including stations, cable 
and agencies cannot ignore that streamers 
are still spending most of their media time with traditional 
TV,” Nielsen’s quarterly Local Watch report says. “Including 
them in a local TV ad budget is critical. Watching broadcast 
stations and cable networks plays a big part in the lives of 
both streamers and non-streamers.”
  Beyond broadcast or cable shows, a big reason streamers 
still watch traditional TV seems to be tied to a desire to stay 
connected to local communities. Nielsen says 52 percent of 
streamers still watch local TV newscasts. These tech-savvy 
viewers could access news online, but they don’t. Just 26 
percent report reading local news on a smartphone, and 
even fewer (17%) read local news on a computer.
  “Streamers seek out local content and care about their 
communities,” the Nielsen report says. “These connected 
consumers are an engaged audience for local businesses, 
with an abundance of ways to be reached. Imagine combining 
information about a streamer who also watches local news 
programs, with intent to purchase at a local car dealership.”
  Of course, there’s no denying that streaming is getting 
easier. As of May 2019, Nielsen estimates 65 percent of 
U.S. households were using a smart television or an enabled 
internet-connected device to watch TV. That’s up six points 
from a year ago. Nielsen estimates that 134.2 million U.S. 
adults — or about 56 percent of adults — streamed video 
to a TV set using an internet-connected device or smart 
TV. When it comes to subscribing to 
a streaming service, the survey shows 
70 percent of homes that have the 
capability now pay for a streaming 
video-on-demand service.
  “Local clients in these markets have 
an opportunity to monetize content in 
new ways and win back an audience 
that many advertisers aim to reach,” 
the report says.
  Yet not every TV market looks the 
same when it comes to streaming.

(Continued on Page 3)

TRADITIONAL TV STILL TOPS, EVEN AMONG STREAMERS
ADVERTISER NEWS
  Barneys New York has filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy 
protection, with plans to shutter all but seven of its 22 stores, 
The New York Times reports. The retailer has secured $75 
million in financing to operate during reorganization, and 
its nine-floor Madison Avenue flagship in New York City 
is one of the locations that will stay open... Whole Foods 
Market has teamed with a startup called Packed Party to 
create in-store party supply shops, Fast Company reports. 
The Packed Party Shops will be up and running in time 
for Labor Day, with a broad range of brightly colored, 

recyclable party goods... Walgreens plans 
to shutter 200 stores in the U.S. as the 
company pares back its locations in the U.K., 
the company said yesterday. The new store 
closures represent less than 3 percent of its 

10,000 locations in the U.S., Walgreens said in a statement, 
adding that it anticipates “minimal disruption to customers 
and patients.” It said it anticipates retaining “the majority” of 
employees in other nearby locations... Shake Shack has 
begun testing a delivery partnership with GrubHub in four 
U.S. cities, with plans to roll out the service nationwide in 
the coming months. CNBC says the partnership will include 
joint marketing efforts and integration of GrubHub’s point-
of-sale technology to improve the customer experience... 
Amazon is increasingly warning sellers that they will be 
penalized if they offer their products for less money on rival 
websites, Bloomberg reports. To avoid risking their Amazon 
sales, merchants often respond by raising the price on rival 
sites... Blue Apron’s customer count fell to 449,000, down 
from 550,000 in the first quarter, The Wall Street Journal 
reports. The meal-kit company had just over a million users 
at the height of its popularity...  Billions of digital photos are 
taken every day, and Kroger is betting shoppers want to 
make some of them “real,” Chain Store Age reports. Kroger 
is piloting digital photo printing kiosks from Print Mates, a 
subsidiary of Generation Next, in five Atlanta-area stores. 
The unattended touchscreen kiosks let customers instantly 
print high-quality photos directly from their smartphones or 
social media and cloud storage accounts.
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AVAILS
  The new CW26 in Chicago (Weigel Broadcasting Co.) 
is looking for a Sales Manager, responsible for managing 
a team of new and experienced account executives 
who specialize in developing and maintaining business. 
Qualified candidates must be proactive, driven sales 
managers with a proven track record of generating new 
business while successfully managing a team of sellers. 
At least 3 years of broadcast sales management. Great 
perks and benefits! CLICK HERE for details or to apply 
now. EOE.

  WPBF 25, the Hearst-owned ABC 
affiliate in the beautiful West Palm 
Beach market, has an incredible 
opportunity for you! WPBF 25 is looking 
for a dynamic sales superstar to join 
our phenomenal sales team. The ideal 
candidate will bring both Broadcast 
and Digital sales experience and will 
possess the drive and ability to thrive in 
a fast-paced, highly competitive market. 
Your creativity, originality and passion 
for developing new business will be 

encouraged and rewarded! CLICK HERE to apply. EOE.
  Cox Media Group Orlando is seeking an experienced 
Account Executive for its Television Group’s WFTV/
WRDQ. We’re looking for an individual with the ability 
to build influential relationships with existing clientele 
and a proven track record of developing new revenue 
streams. Minimum of three years of media sales, account 
management or buying experience preferred. Minimum of 
two years of new business development and prospecting 
experience required. CLICK HERE for more info or to apply 
now. EOE.

CBS, NEXSTAR RENEW AFFILIATION DEALS
  CBS Corp. and Nexstar Media say they’ve reached a 
new multiyear deal that renews CBS affiliations for Nexstar 
stations in 15 markets, Broadcasting & Cable reports.
  The deal covers all of Nexstar’s 19 CBS affiliated stations 
that were set to expire this year. They reach about 5 percent 
of the U.S. and nearly 6 million households. Overall, 
Nexstar owns and/or operates CBS affiliates in 39 markets.
  The deal comes as both CBS and Nexstar are in a 
retransmission dispute with AT&T that’s blacked out CBS 
and Nexstar stations to subscribers of DirecTV, U-Verse 
and DirecTV Now. Financial terms weren’t disclosed.
  The agreement includes renewals for WSPA in Greenville-
Spartanburg, S.C.; WIAT in Birmingham, Ala.; KRQE 
in Albuquerque, N.M.; WIVB in Buffalo, N.Y.; WPRI in 
Providence, R.I.; WKRG in Mobile, Ala.; WJTV in Jackson, 
Miss.; WBTW in Myrtle Beach, S.C.; WJHL in Johnson 
City, Tenn. (Tri-Cities DMA); WANE in Fort Wayne, Ind., 
WNCT in Greenville, N.C.; KELO in Sioux Falls, S.D.; 
WRBL in Columbus, Ga.; WHLT in Hattiesburg, Miss.; and 
KCLO in Rapid City, S.D.
  Also included are KRQE’s satellite stations KBIM in 
Roswell, N.M. and KREZ in Durango, Col.; and KELO’s 
satellite stations KPLO in Reliance, S.D. and KDLO in 
Florence, S.D.
  Nexstar released their Q2 revenue this morning.  Check 
the Spots n Dots app on your phone for the full story.

NETWORK NEWS
  ABC will air a live musical version of The Little Mermaid 
on Nov. 5, a week before parent company Disney has 
scheduled its Disney+ introduction, in an effort to put the 
maximum promotional effort behind the OTT, said Karey 
Burke, the network’s president. The event will be the first 
time that ABC airs a musical live, Variety reports... ABC 
has secured the rights to Mitchell Zuckoff’s bestselling 
book Fall and Rise: The Story of 9/11. To commemorate 
and honor the 20th anniversary of the events of September 
11, the network will develop a limited series based on the 
book in 2021. The series will chronicle 
the stories of those who were lost, 
saved and forever altered by the events 
of that day... When Madam Secretary 
returns for its abbreviated sixth and 
final season on CBS, it will be without 
Sara Ramirez, who will not be returning 
as a series regular, Deadline reports. 
Ramirez, who plays political strategist 
Kat Sandoval, may return for a guest 
appearance, according to TVLine, 
which first reported the news. Ramirez 
has been with the political drama series since Season 
4... ABC continues to explore expanding its long-running 
family comedy series via spinoffs. The latest to develop 
an offshoot is Fresh Off the Boat, which is heading into 
its sixth season. The potential spinoff is in early stages of 
development at FOTB studio 20th Century Fox TV, now 
part of Disney Television Studios.

DONE DEALS
  Entravision Communications, a global media and 
advertising technology company serving Latino consumers, 
says it has promoted Eddie Melendez to president of Local 
Media Sales. The company says the changes are designed 
to better reflect its omnichannel marketing platform. 
Melendez will oversee all of Entravision’s local sales. He’s 
a media veteran with more than 30 years of experience 
in sales, marketing and business development in both 
traditional and digital media... Global ad sales platform 
Matrix has named Adam Gotlieb as CTO. According to 
a news release, Gotlieb will drive the company’s next-
generation product evolution by helping deliver to market 
the recently announced Matrix Sales Gateway. Gotlieb 
has more than 20 years of experience in the media industry.

COMSCORE: ‘ALL STRATEGIC OPTIONS’ ON TABLE
  Comscore, its stock already approaching all-time lows, 
missed expectations of flat revenue with a 4.4 percent 
decline last quarter, AdAge reports. The company’s interim 
CEO said on an earnings call after yesterday’s market 
close that it’s “exploring all strategic options.”
  The stock has fallen 85 percent since CEO Bryan Wiener 
and President Sarah Hofstetter abruptly resigned at the 
end of March in a dispute with the board, shedding more 
than $1.2 billion in market capitalization. About $300 million 
of that slide has come since the company announced 
a deal by which it got a $20 million cash infusion from 
Cayman Islands-based fund CVI Investments, which 
could ultimately give that fund a 20 percent stake in the 
company.
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Jimmy Kimmel

The idea that you would 
not only exercise but 

that you would enjoy it 
is very difficult for me to 
understand. I just hate it.
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SEARCH: FASTEST-GROWING RETAIL AD FORMAT
  Retail advertisers in the U.S. will spend $13.12 billion on 
search in 2019, a 22.5 percent increase from last year. In 
2020, they will spend $15.65 billion on search, eMarketer 
reports.
  “Many small and medium-sized retailers continue to 
increase their ad spend on Amazon’s search products,” 
said Ross Benes, analyst at eMarketer and author of the 
recent report, U.S. Retail Digital Ad Spending 2019. “For 
many retailers, it’s a double-edged sword. To compete with 
Amazon, retailers are spending more on digital ads. But 

because Amazon is itself becoming 
one of the leading companies in digital 
advertising, some of those retail ad 
dollars are being spent on Amazon 
properties.”
  In a 2018 survey by Marin Software, 
56.5 percent of retail advertisers said 
Amazon’s ad products presented a 
growth opportunity, which is significantly 
more than the 15 percent of respondents 
who thought of advertising on Amazon 
as a necessary evil.

  Amazon surpassed Google in product searches last 
year, according to a Q2 2018 analysis of 500 e-commerce 
websites conducted by marketing analytics firm Jumpshot. 
Since many consumers browse on Amazon, it has become 
a major ad platform for retailer marketers looking to push 
their product offerings.
  eMarketer forecasts that 46.3 percent of retail digital ad 
dollars will be spent on search this year, which is higher than 
the ad industry’s 41.5 percent average. In 2020, search will 
account for 47.3 percent of total retail digital ad spending.

TV STILL TOPS, EVEN AMONG STREAMERS
(Continued from Page 1)
  Among cities where viewing is measured using set-top 
boxes, Austin tops the list, with 70 percent of adults saying 
they streamed in May 2019. Cincinnati (67%), Salt Lake City 
(66%) and San Diego (66%) are close behind. Among LPM 
markets, Cleveland ranks first, with 63 percent of viewers 
reporting they streamed in May. It’s followed by Seattle, 
Orlando and Tampa, each with 61 percent.
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John Wayne

Tomorrow is the most 
important thing in life. Comes 

into us at midnight very 
clean. It’s perfect when it 

arrives and it puts itself in our 
hands. It hopes we’ve learned 

something from yesterday.

MONDAY NIELSEN RATINGS - LIVE + SAME DAY

SURVEY: NEXT GEN TV HAS AN IDENTITY CRISIS
  A majority (55%) of U.S. consumers say they “have never 
heard of” Next Gen TV (aka ATSC 3.0), according to a new 
survey from Hub Entertainment Research reported by 
TVTechnology.
  This is comparable to the 58 percent who have never 
heard of 8K TV, but much larger than the approximately 20 
percent who had never heard of 4K TV.
  This lack of knowledge of the next generation broadcast 
standard is just one of numerous conclusions about the 
current state of the TV set in American homes revealed 
by Hub’s Evolution of the TV Set. The 
results are from an online survey of 
2,500+ U.S. consumers taken in May 
and June. The survey included both TV 
and non-TV homes.
  Despite the proliferation of viewing 
video on mobile devices, the TV set still 
remains the dominant source of news 
and entertainment in U.S. households, 
Hub concluded. It found that the average 
home has 2.7 TV sets and that two-thirds 
of those homes have at least one smart 
TV set that is connected to broadband.
  The TV set in the living room or family room is still the most 
popular, with respondents saying that 81 percent of viewing 
happens on TV sets in those rooms. Half of those “most 
used” sets are connected to a pay-TV provider, while 41 
percent are connected to a streaming TV source.
  Almost half of U.S. homes have a streaming media player, 
and 75 percent of homes stream TV shows or movies to a 
connected TV screen. Half of the sets in U.S. households 
are 50 inches or more and fewer than three years old.

HOW CABLE COMPANIES ENDURE CORD-CUTTING
  Shares of major pay-TV providers have been largely 
unaffected by the acceleration of cord-cutting, Forbes 
reports. The share price of Comcast is up 24 percent in 
2019, Charter is up 33 percent, and Altice USA is up 59 
percent. (Cox Communications is not publicly traded.) 
Shares of satellite TV service Dish are up 27 percent.
  Some 4 million households per year are dropping cable 
and satellite TV services — cutting the cord and relying on 
Internet alternatives — a trend which should continue for at 
least the next five years, eMarketer predicts.
  At the end of last year, about 90 million households paid 
for either satellite or cable TV, while 36 million opted out 
of the traditional pay-TV market. But by the end of 2023, 
the number of pay-TV households will be under 73 million 
versus 56 million who have opted out, eMarketer says. Over 
five years, the 17 million projected cord-cutters is almost 
twice those who dropped pay-TV over the prior five years, 
eMarketer says.
  Still, the cable industry isn’t suffering much, as it has made 
up most of the lost revenue by increasing sales of high-
speed home Internet connections. And providing Internet 
service has a much higher profit margin than TV service, 
since there are no programming costs, eMarketer notes. 
With customers dropping pay TV subscriptions, “it removes 
consumers from bundled deals,” the research firm noted. “It 
forces consumers to pay a higher price for internet, which 
dramatically improves profit margins.”


